
 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

F10 9:00 AM FEMALE ARG USA 8-27   

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

ARG 1 1 3 3 8 

USA 7 7 9 4 27 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

KNOWLES (BAH) OLSON (CAN) VALOUCHE (CAN) 

 

COMMENTS 

 

United Stated continued their dominance over their opponents during the opening game 

of the fourth day of competition in the Youth Panamerican Championship. From the start 

until the end, USA showed their power at both ends of the pool. They were able to score 

in their first five possessions, all of them coming from different types of shots. The key 

for their success was just the same: strong defense all over the pool. Most of the goals for 

the US came from turnovers and crafty ball movement. One thing that is characteristic of 

the American team is that they are very disciplines both in defense and in offense. During 

the first half, Argentina was only able to score on a penalty shot in the first quarter and a 

very good perimeter shot in the second. At the half the score was 14-2 in favor of USA. 

The third quarter was the best for the americans. They up tempo their game and scored 

nine goals for three for Argentina to increase their lead 23-5. Argentina did manage to 

attack more effectively and get some exclusions and good shots at goal during the second 

half. Bacigalupo (#3) and Ruiz (#7) led Argentina with three goals apiece. Their team 

will go against Trinidad in the last day of the preliminary round. United States was led in 

scoring by Flynn (#8) with nine goals. They will go against Canada for the top spot in the 

preliminary round 

  



 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

F11 10:20 AM FEMALE CAN BRA 10-8 Burlock (#5) 

3 goals 

Three players with 

2 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

CAN 4 3 1 2 10 

BRA 2 0 4 2 8 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

MCCALL (USA) HACKSHAW (TTO) KEMAN (CUR) 

 

COMMENTS 

 

Canada and Brazil played an exciting game from beginning to end, with Canada coming 

up top by the score 10-8. Both teams exchanged goals during the first six minutes of the 

quarter. Canada scored two consecutive goals in the last 45 seconds of the quarter to go 

up 4-2 at the end of the first quarter. During the second quarter Canada put a clamp on 

Brazil’s offensive scheme, not allowing any goals while scoring three of their own. At 

halftime the score was 7-2 in Canada’s favor. Brazil came out in the second half with a 

different mentality. They were more aggressive on defense, which led to many unusual 

Canada’s turnovers Brazil was able to capitalize from those miscues and convert them in 

goals. They were very effective in their extra man opportunities closing the gap at the end 

of the quarter to 8-6. In the fourth quarter Brazil scored the first two goals, tying the score 

at 8.  On the next play, Canada came roaring back and scored on a five meter shot to go 

ahead by one goal. Brazil had two possessions to try and tie the game but tough defense a 

solid goalkeeping kept them from scoring. Canada did score a last goal from the left side 

of the pool, increasing their lead to two goals to seal the game. Canada will play USA to 

determine first and second place in the preliminary round. They were led by Burlock (#5) 

with 4 goals. Brazil had three players scoring two goals. They will go against Peru in 

tomorrow’s session. 

 

 

  



 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

F12 11:40 AM FEMALE PER TTO 10-5 Rodriguez (#11) 

7 goals 

Gillete (#8) 

3 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

PER 4 1 1 4 10 

TTO 0 1 2 2 5 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

MACIAS (USA) CRESCENTE (ARG) VALOUCHE (CAN) 

 

COMMENTS 

 

Peru and Trinidad and Tobago went to the field of play trying to emulate the exciting 

game that their male counterparts had yesterday, where the game was decided in the last 

minute of the game. Peru’s big canon Rodriguez (#8) took it upon her hands to put away 

any Trinidad’s notion of winning thee game, scoring three out of the four goals of his 

team and the game and leading Peru to a 4-0 first quarter lead. The second quarter was a 

very close one, where both teams had extra man opportunities but were not able to put the 

ball in the cage. Gillete (#8) broke the ice for Trinidad, cutting the lead to 5-1 at the end 

of the second quarter. Trinidad scored on a penalty shot at the beginning of the third 

quarter to cut the lead to 5-2. Rodriguez got back in the scoring column with a goal of her 

own to increase her team’s lead back to four goals. A center forward goal after an 

ejection helped Trinidad to cut the lead back to three goals at the end of the third quarter. 

The last quarter was all Peru and her top gun Rodriguez. She scored three consecutive 

goals, sealing the victory for Peru. Rodriguez (#11) led all scorers with seven goals, 

Gillete led Trinidad with three goals. Peru will play Brazil and Trinidad will do the same 

against Argentina in the last day pf the preliminary round. 

 

 

 


